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. Empire Total War: Razor is a fan-made mod based on Empire Total War that allows you to play the game with various changes and additions. Its main features are: Multiplayer Gameplay, New Units, New Wartunes, New Scenario and New Events. Last edited by emperyrar on Feb 23, 2018 11:15, edited 1 time in total. Yes, Razor is the only fan-made
Mod for Empire Total War that has Multiplayer Gameplay, it is a fan-made mod so of course it has features that are unavailable in the base game, The Mod is only available to modders and it does not have a full feature complete version of the mod yet, however, since it is the only version of Empire Total War that has Multiplayer Gameplay you should be
able to access everything that Razor has to offer. The Mod Is Only Available to Download from: -Full Compilation will be available here: -Collection will be available here: and it will also be uploaded to the Razor Mod here: Edit: It seems that this is a XAudio plugin issue, and the more recent versions of Windows (Windows 10) are reporting that there are
no compatible plugins for XAudio, I will be looking into this further to see if there is a fix for this. We are currently working on a new installer, it is being designed to also check the list of plugins that your system is using and install all those that are compatible so you don't have to uninstall the ones that are not compatible before installing Razor, so as soon
as this is done, the Razor Mod Installer will be available, in the mean time you can download the Razor Mod Installer from: -Collection will be available here: and it will also be uploaded to the Razor Mod here: Edit: It seems that this is a XAudio plugin issue, and the more recent versions of Windows (Windows 10) are reporting that there are no compatible
plugins for XAudio, I will be looking into this further to see if there is a fix for this. We are currently working on a new installer, it is being designed to also check the list of plugins that your system is using and install all those that are compatible so you don't have to uninstall the ones that are not compatible before installing Razor, so as soon as this is done,
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